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Evangelical religion was a recognized force in some periods of history, effec-
tive in social and political reform in Britain and America. In postcommunist 
Europe, reconstruction is hampered by a multitude of problems common to all 
its communities and political systems, in particular by residual effects of Marxist 
atheistic principles, which, under totalitarianism, were applied to the whole way 
of life and culture. This article offers suggestions of how the past successes of 
evangelical revivals in the West might provide inspiration for the theological 
and practical work of contemporary evangelicalism, if it is to help in postcom-
munist reconstruction.

Introduction
“The End of History and the Last Man”—thus Francis Fukuyama entitled the 
book he published in 1992 after the collapse of the communist economic sys-
tem in Europe. In it he claims that “liberal democracy may constitute” the “end 
point of mankind’s ideological evolution” and the “final form of human govern-
ment,” and as such constituted the “end of history.”1 But by “the end of history” 
Fukuyama does not have in mind “the end of time” or a catastrophic end of the 
world. This is a philosophical opinion according to which liberal democracy has 
victoriously achieved its goal.2

This claim reminds us perhaps of a humorous description of the distinction 
between the optimist and the pessimist, which states that the optimist thinks that 
we live in the best of all possible worlds and the pessimist is afraid that it is true. 
Fukuyama, however, does not turn a blind eye to the problems of democratic 
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states. He is aware of consumerism, homelessness, unemployment, addictive 
substances, crime, and pollution. However, he claims that these problems are 
not without solution and that democratic society has the tools it needs to avoid 
a collapse similar to communism’s fall in the late 1980s. Admittedly, this is in 
contradiction to the opinions of historians such as Toynbee or Spengler, who, 
in their study of world history, arrived at a pessimistic view of the inevitable 
gradual decline of Western civilization, yet it represents the optimism of the West 
shortly after the collapse of the communist block with the Soviet Union leading 
the way. (Since then the increase in the number of ethnic conflicts and mainly 
unforeseen conflicts between superpowers and small, supranational terrorist 
groups have fractured this optimism.) 

The leap from a planned socialist economy to a market capitalist and demo-
cratic economy has turned out to be a great disillusionment for the majority of 
the residents of postcommunist countries. Instead of a capitalist paradise, there 
is unemployment, economic fraud, political unrest, degenerate Western art, and 
overall disillusionment with uncensored and negative news coverage. The moral 
capital essential to a functional democracy and a reliable economy has been 
shown to be lacking, along with a societal solidarity that would limit the harsh 
impact of the new conditions on workers used to politics of one hundred percent 
employment and so-called “free” social state welfare.

A particular problem of postcommunist reconstruction is corruption in the 
political culture and social relationships. Corruption occurs in all political systems 
but postcommunism corruption has its own particularities, which we can only 
grasp if we understand the theory and practice of the preceding totalitarian regime, 
which claimed allegiance to Marxist philosophy and its soviet application, so-
called “Marxism-Leninism.” We have to remember the impact of totalitarianism 
and its devastating impact on the political culture.3

The Consequences of a Marxist Construction 
of the Future
The problem of postcommunist reconstruction, which manifests itself in almost 
ubiquitous corruption, is, besides other things, a lack of what has been called 
moral capital.4 The practically forgotten (or hushed up?) historical roots of 
modern democracy are not only in ancient Athens (where a large section of the 
population was enslaved and did not have democratic rights) and Roman law but 
also in Christian respect for the dignity of humans as the image of God—imago 
Dei. While state Marxism suppressed Christianity for ideological reasons,5 con-
temporary politically correct democracy squeezes it out from public discourse 
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because of pluralism and tolerance interpreted as a leveling of all religions and 
worldviews.

Moral capital, instilled over the course of history in a Christian cultural con-
sciousness by the Christian church in spite of all its known shortcomings, was 
utterly demolished during the construction of a communist future through edu-
cation, media, and propagandist training organized by the communist party. 
The criterion for the new communist morality was not to be religion but faith 
in society and progress.6 Re-education was to create an ideal new person, freed 
from religion and selfishness, and who would find total satisfaction in the fulfil-
ment of his physical and mental needs, as defined for him by the atheistic state.

The Marxist state, which prided itself on egalitarian justice, despite rejecting 
timeless ethical norms in theory, claimed that morality always has a class char-
acter.7 Some elementary ethical norms applicable for all people supposedly exist, 
yet are inevitably violated in the class struggle.8 The intangible character of such 
an ethical system is cleverly incorporated in a dialectical understanding of truth, 
because Marxist dialectic “contains the element of relativism, negation, skepti-
cism, though it cannot be reduced to relativism.”9 The ethical or true—and not 
relative—had to be determined by the party if there was any doubt. “Trust the 
party, comrades!” was Klement Gottwald’s appeal and “the term ‘the party’ took 
on an almost mystical sound.”10 

The result of Marxist dialectic and a class approach to ethics was that “in 
this supposedly classless society [had arisen] a class of party functionaries who 
were as corrupt and privileged as anyone under the old regime, but far more 
hypocritical.”11 The Czech communist Luděk Pachman, who later became a 
Christian, notes that “our system didn’t remove social privileges, it merely 
institutionalized and absolutized social oppression.”12 The new class of party 
functionaries is described by communist Milovan Djilas as “the political bureau-
cracy [that] has all the characteristics of earlier [ruling classes].… Careerism, 
extravagance, and love of power are inevitable, and so is corruption. It is not а 
matter of the corruption of public servants, for this may occur less frequently 
than in the state which preceded it. It is а special type of corruption caused by 
the fact that the government is in the hands of а single political group and is the 
source of all privileges.”13

As far as possible, the privileges of the new class were hidden, which meant 
the institutionalization of nontransparency in state administration. The communist 
party ran the state by means of institutions that did not officially belong to the 
party. In 1919 the Bolshevik leadership in Russia declared that party functions 
must not be replaced with Soviet roles. In practice, however, the party became 
from the beginning a direct part of the bureaucratic system, and its members 
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yielded more to the political leadership of the party than to their own superiors. 
In the management of the state and society a double- or even triple-layered 
“legislation” was developed.

One type of laws was intended for foreign countries. These laws secured 
human rights and civil freedoms anchored in the documents of the United Nations 
or later in 1975 in Helsinki. According to these, everything in the communist 
block was very democratic and free.

The second type of legislation, which specified the freedoms mentioned, 
was intended for the citizens of their own country. Here, emphasis was laid on 
communist party leadership of society. Propaganda did all it could to prove that 
the totalitarianism (this word was not used) of one party was compatible with 
democracy and freedom of thought.

There was, however, also a third layer of “legislation,” which was intended 
only for the party apparatus and which was not even publicly accessible. It may 
even have been only verbal decisions, impossible to trace or substantiate with 
written records. This hidden decision-making of the totalitarian party was actually 
the most important and, by means of Orwellian “doublespeak,” it was translated 
into the palatable vocabulary of the so-called “people’s democracy.” This kind 
of systematic, antitransparent approach to state politics and the management of 
public affairs naturally has consequences even after its declared abolition.

After the change in the political and economic system, the institutionalized 
party corruption spilled over into new structures in hardened (previously “class”) 
attitudes and pragmatic (previously “Marxist”) ethical actions. It is no surprise 
that “[p]erceptions of corruption are widespread everywhere in the region.”14 
In a report from 2003, the organization Transparency International noted, “The 
carry-over of communist practices, combined with new opportunities for wealth, 
make corruption the chief threat to the rule of law in postcommunist countries 
today.”15 According to this same organization, Slovakia was in fifty-fourth place 
in the worldwide Corruption Perceptions Index in 2016.16 (In comparison, the 
Czech republic came in forty-seventh, Poland twenty-ninth, and Romania fifty-
seventh place.)

The problem of corruption is not merely a political issue but rather encom-
passes the overall ethical problem of society.17 The historian Arnold Toynbee 
sees behind every retrogressive division in society a schism in the very soul of 
humankind.18 If, therefore, we want to understand the postcommunist schism, 
we need to pay attention to the human mind and the culture of ethical attitudes. 
While still under totalitarianism, Václav Havel said, “Spiritual renewal, as I 
understand it—in my day I called it ‘existential revolution’—is not something 
that drops from the heavens into our lap one day, or something a new Messiah 
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will bring to us. It is a task facing every person at all moments. All of us can and 
must ‘do something with it’ here and now. No one will do it for us and therefore 
we cannot wait for anyone.”19

The experience of Christianity is that faith in Jesus Christ heals human souls 
and gives them courage to do what no one will do for them. Yet it is necessary 
that Christians in democratic conditions learn their competencies as citizens and 
as subjects.20 The question is how evangelical theology can contribute to the 
reconstruction of moral culture.

Evangelicalism and Society
The French historian Elie Halevy (1870–1937) voiced the often quoted—and 
frequently contested—theory, that evangelical religion, especially Methodism,21 
saved England from an outbreak of violent social revolution, such as took place 
at the end of the eighteenth century in France. He wrote, “Methodism was the 
antidote to Jacobinism, and … the free organization of the sects was the founda-
tion of social order in England.”22

Evangelicalism

Before we take a critical look at this question, it is appropriate to define what 
we have in mind under the term evangelicalism:

Evangelical religion is a popular Protestant movement that has existed in 
Britain since the 1730s. It is not to be equated with any single Christian de- 
nomination, for it influenced the existing churches during the eighteenth cen-
tury and generated many more in subsequent years.… There is nevertheless 
a common core that has remained remarkably constant down the centuries. 
Conversionism, activism, biblicism and crucicentrism form the defining attri-
butes of Evangelical religion.23

In the Slovak setting this word is slowly being assimilated, though not with-
out difficulty.24 In the concise dictionary of the Slovak language (2003), it is 
not mentioned at all, and in the dictionary of contemporary Slovak language 
from 2006 it is mistakenly defined as an “adherent of protestant Baptist and 
Methodist fellowships.”25 Its use to designate a specific type of Christian faith 
and godliness can be traced to the work of the Czech historian Rudolf Říčan, 
who used the Czech term evangelikalismus to describe the spiritual revival in 
eighteenth-century Britain in the sense “of a return to the joyful gospel about 
salvation.… The old Western reformation ideal of conforming the entire world to 
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the Lordship of Jesus Christ was revived here, warmed by a fervent understand-
ing of the gospel concerning the salvation of sinners.” Říčan notes at the same 
time that “evangelicalism … simply wasn’t calculated to appease the misery of 
poor people.”26 In our day world evangelicalism is represented by the Lausanne 
Movement,27 which considers “[b]oth evangelistic and social involvement … 
[to be] necessary expressions of … [the] doctrines of God and humankind.” 28

Criticism and Support of Halevy’s Thesis

There is significant opposition to Halevy’s thesis. We will mention, for exam-
ple, the claim of the British Marxist historian Eric Hobsbawm (1917–2012), 
according to which it is erroneous to attribute Britain’s immunity to revolu-
tion, such as happened in France, to Methodism. He substantiates it by revival-
ism’s focus on moral and religious campaigns, foreign mission, and agitation 
against slavery and alcoholism. “New sectarianism of the Methodist type was 
anti-revolutionary,” therefore, according to Hobsbawm, we cannot attribute a 
political influence to it.29 This kind of thinking is, however, typically Marxist. 
Hobsbawm as a Marxist automatically considers pietistic morality to be self-
righteous, unintellectual, and inevitably accompanied by hypocrisy.30 For the 
Marxist, religion is already by definition unscientific and regressive. Engels 
declared it to be “a fantastic reflection [Widerspiegelung] of external powers in 
people’s heads.”31 In society “it always plays a reactive role … it aids towards 
suppressing the workers … it was and is an irreconcilable enemy to progress 
and science.”32 It is completely understandable that, from the standpoint of this 
kind of worldview, it is impossible to attribute any positive political or economic 
effect to the activity of religious faith.

As we see, theology (especially conservative—and thus evangelical—theol-
ogy) is, in the spirit of Marxist philosophy, hardly expected to be a source of 
social reforms—and not only in the East. According to Marxism, religion is a 
kind of passive or uncreative element of culture.33 Under the influence of state 
atheistic propaganda, an implicit opinion was cultivated in society that the criti-
cism of capitalism and any type of social injustice belonged solely to the phi-
losopher and politician of Marxist persuasion. In reality the unjust relationships 
between employees (in Marxist vocabulary “working class” or “proletariat”) 
and company owners (“capitalists”) garnered criticism from thinkers such as, 
for example, Alexis de Tocqueville (1805–1859), Pope Leo XIII (1878–1903), 
and Pius XI (1922–1939).34

In support of Halevy’s thesis, let us mention at least a few examples: The 
founder of the Salvation Army, Methodist William Booth, was not only a sym-
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pathetic but also a practical Christian. He wrote that “while we desire to feed 
the hungry, and clothe the naked, and provide shelter for the shelterless, we are 
still more anxious to bring about that regeneration of heart and life which is 
essential to their future happiness and well-being. But no compulsion will for 
a moment be allowed with respect to religion.”35 Similarly, Anglican evangeli-
cal William Wilberforce, who fought successfully for the abolishment of the 
British slave trade, linked faith with activism: “But fruitless will be all attempts 
to sustain, much more to revive, the fainting cause of morals, unless you can 
in some degree restore the prevalence of evangelical Christianity.”36 It can be 
said of American evangelicalism that it had great political influence, encourag-
ing civil responsibility and involvement in the political process. It shaped the 
relationship to political parties, platforms, and programs. In this way it gained 
credit in the political arena.37

Evangelicalism’s Possibilities 
in Postcommunist Reconstruction
Historical studies reveal interesting characteristics of evangelicalism to us. As we 
saw above, David Bebbington, in his history of British evangelicalism, mentions 
four typical signs of evangelicalism: (1) conversionism, (2) biblicism, (3) cru-
cicentrism, and (4) activism. Straightaway we must remark that the intensity or 
quality of Bebbington’s categories is clearly evident and socially effective dur-
ing times of spiritual revival.

From a critical standpoint we must say that contemporary evangelicalism in 
our culture often professes these values sincerely but so far with little effect. 
This, however, does not eliminate the possibility of renewal and the application 
of evangelicalism consistent with inspiring historical models. The history of 
Christianity may be seen as alternating decline and renewal of a true “religion of 
the heart.” From this point of view, postcommunist reconstruction is an invitation 
for evangelicals to return to their heritage, as we see it in Britain and America of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when Methodist evangelicalism was a 
real revolution and led to transformation in all areas of social life.38

I proceed from the conviction that, in the new historic situation of post- 
communist reconstruction, historical theological and practical emphases of evan-
gelical Christianity can play an analogous role to the one they had in Britain of 
the eighteenth century. This is evidenced by the current Eastern European research 
results, which say that Protestantism has a positive impact on corruption levels 
in postcommunist countries.39 Let us, therefore, use Bebbington’s analysis of 
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evangelicalism and mention examples of ways his four characteristic features 
can be applied to the residual effects of the totalitarian system still persisting in 
the political culture of Eastern Europe.

Conversionism and the Post-Marxist Social Practice

“One of the essential characteristics of totalitarian regimes in communist 
Europe was their persistent effort to stimulate mutual distrust among the general 
public.”40 Václav Havel, in an open letter to Gustav Husak, characterized the 
political system as “based on fear and apathy, a system that drives everyone 
into a foxhole of purely material existence and offers him hypocrisy as the main 
form of communication with society.”41 Cultural habits cannot be replaced as 
quickly as the rules of a political or economic system. Distrust and lies continue 
to hinder the healing of the social atmosphere, although they manifest themselves 
in different structures.

If, though, “the lie is the immortal soul of communism,” as the Polish phi-
losopher Leszek Kołakowski said,42 then radical truthfulness is the essence of 
Christian conversion, also called repentance (metanoia—a change in the way of 
thinking) in the New Testament. Metanoia requires a confession of sins before 
God and (wherever possible) reparation of damages to people. This takes place, 
not under the threat of the law and punishment but under the pressure of the 
conscience. Typically, we notice significant and influential personalities, who, by 
their Christian conversion, have effected great change in their setting. Yet in order 
to restore to health a culture used to hypocrisy and (Orwellian) “doublespeak,” 
it is more important to influence the “average” person in his day-to-day life to 
have the Christian courage to live consistently with the truth while trusting in 
the reality of God’s salvation.

Biblicism and Short-Term Gain in Postcommunist Capitalism

Evangelical biblicism, which is the successor to Wesleyan tradition, is not 
merely textualism (“spouting verses”), which has a biblical quotation for every-
thing. It reads the Bible in the sense of Wesley’s words, as the great manual for 
salvation: “Let me be homo unius libri.”43 Wesley had a very realistic relationship 
to possessions. In the sermon “The Use of Money,” he urges: “Gain all you can.” 
“Save all you can.” “Give all you can.”44 And it is because of the third principle 
that we have the first two.

The effort to get rich quickly led to the abuse of privatization, to “tunnel-
ing,” economic inequality, and unemployment. New owners raised on Marxist 
propaganda had no relationship of loyalty to the firm’s brand or consideration 
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for the more distant future of the state or nation. From the religious standpoint, 
the Marxist satirical expression is echoed here: “We will leave heaven for the 
sparrows!”45 Evangelicalism pits the eschatological dimension of human life, 
which John Wesley expressed with the words “I am a spirit come from God, and 
returning to God,” against the force of quasi-ubiquitous corruption and a sense of 
powerlessness. Max Weber showed how Methodism, in spite of what he called 
“asceticism,” led to economic prosperity.46

Crucicentrism and Conformism

Every totalitarian system fears any kind of nonconformism, not only politi-
cal.47 The repetition of political phrases and mottos was boring and far from 
reality. Nevertheless, it was the only path to a career and a better standing. Václav 
Havel labeled it as “open bribery.”48 Conformism is the path of least resistance. 
In a postcommunist democracy, it assumes a form of “political correctness” but 
lives on in a mistrust of individual initiative.

Crucicentrism is a theological principle that places Christ’s cross (crux) at the 
center of life and faith as the atoning sacrifice on our behalf by God’s initiative. 
At the same time, it is a call to a sacrificial following, which has the courage to 
risk its life to follow Christ. The significance of the crucifixion is paradoxical, 
so that even the apostle who proclaims it, states that it is “folly to those who are 
perishing” (1 Cor. 1:18). 

The evangelical message of the cross and discipleship is paradoxically both 
a call to obedience and nonconformist courage. Understandably, communica-
tion with secular historiography gets into difficulties here—one side sees an 
“English counterpart to the democratic revolution”49 in evangelical Methodism 
of the eighteenth century while the other side sees “a cult of ‘Love’ which 
feared love’s effective expression, either as sexual love or in any social form 
which might irritate relations with Authority.”50 All the more convincing is the 
observation by the same author that “Methodism has familiarized the lower 
classes to the work of combining in associations, making rules for their own 
governance, raising funds, and communicating from one part of the kingdom to 
another.”51 Following Christ is not a summons to rebellion. Nevertheless, with 
its nonconformist practical content, it shapes civil attitudes that are essential to 
a functional and stable democracy.
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Activism and Civil Passivity

The communist system cultivated in people an exaggerated reliance on the 
state,52 which led to passivity and inadequate political and social initiative. We 
must note that even evangelicalism, which was a significant force in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries and efficacious in the success of social reform,53 
gave up an agenda of social reform in its disputes with liberal theology and, in 
the United States particularly, took on the form of fundamentalism. After the 
Second World War, The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism by 
C. F. H. Henry, the call was sounded to return. He wrote, “Against Protestant 
Fundamentalism the non-evangelicals level the charge that it has no social pro-
gram calling for a practical attack on acknowledged world evils.”54 The con-
temporary evangelical movement under the title “The Lausanne Movement” 
connects the proclamation of the gospel with social activism in its documents, 
but more so in its many social and political initiatives aimed at improving wel-
fare conditions in society. The Third Lausanne Congress for World Evangelism 
characterized Christian mission as “evangelism, bearing witness to the truth, 
discipling, peace-making, social engagement, ethical transformation, caring for 
creation, overcoming evil powers, casting out demonic spirits, healing the sick, 
suffering and enduring under persecution. All we do in the name of Christ must 
be led and empowered by the Holy Spirit.”55

Conclusion: “Dueling Discourses” 
and Evangelical Theology
In the contemporary, postmodern duel of discourses, where the subjects of dis-
courses are mutually exclusive but simultaneously call one another to tolerance, 
evangelical theology can only assert itself “in demonstration of the Spirit and of 
power” (1 Cor. 2:4). The forecasted fourth man “who no longer responds to any 
spiritual appeal,”56 has not come into existence, and it appears that secularization 
has not shown itself to be “the liberation of man from religious and metaphysi-
cal tutelage.”57 Rather it has left people at the mercy of the most varied spiritual 
streams, which revive ancient pagan worship of nature or a “scientific” version 
of spirituality, behind which is hidden the power of evil.58 

In a situation where discourses logically rule one another out and yet toler-
ate or even acknowledge one another sociologically, it is important to “practice 
humility and cooperation to achieve modest and attainable goals for the good 
of society.”59 The history of evangelicalism is familiar with the implementation 
of such goals.
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